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About This Game

On a road trip for Halloween, your car breaks down on the side of the road. A strange set of circumstances follows, as a young
child appears screaming for your help and then disappears into the corn fields. Now that you've been stranded here in the middle
of nowhere, you must wander into the cornfields to save this child - whoever she is. You will encounter many challenges along

the way that may surprise and frighten you. This game is specifically built for VR and contains realistic graphics that will
immerse you in the environment. Pitchfork is both terrifying and enjoyable, with a story line that will keep you guessing.
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Title: PitchFork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jacob Velez
Publisher:
Iron Guard Cyber Security
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space
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I like this game, but don't think of it as relaxing! If anything the different challenges can really start to give you the beginning of
an understanding of just how stressful the job can be. Yet they've added so many useful elements to juggle, types of aircraft,
even flow and use of the runways. I'm impressed with this little simulation. You want a deceptively "looks simple but isn't"
challenge, and a test of your ability to Real-Time juggle tasks, you might like this one.. Really good table. One of my favorites
of the remake tables. A few bugs here and there but really solid.. If...You're..willing...to...fail...over and over and over...again.
10\/10 used "Hey look over there" successfully on an eldritch god.

In all seriousness, however, this is a very strong game from the author of Empyrean. The magitech aspects are back, this time
against the backdrop of a primordial fantasy world. There are errors; my character's name had a period after it the entire time,
but the game, as a whole, is fun as hell, and full of memorable moments. In some cases, it was unclear what skills played into
what, and I never did manage to get writing established in my civilization, but the game, as a whole, was a rather splendid work
of fiction; I look forward to other entries by this author.. Don't write reviews but figured I'd put my two cents in on this game...
Due to family and life I dont have the time I used to in regards to heavy gaming.. This game fits the casual gamer perfectly as it
is easy to play and deep enough for the hardcore gamers.. reminds me of the old school games like galaga and centipede with a
Monsters Inc feel to it. If other MMO or FPS games irritate you this game is a great substitute to just calm down and game out..
If you played chapter 1, this is basically more of the same. The story is good, the combat is "ok", everything else is not ok. More
than half your play time will be loading screens. Frequently a level loads, you walk through it in under 30 seconds, and you get
another loading screen. I'm not sure I ever spent more than 2 min on any one place so you literally are loading every 60-90
seconds, tops, and often much more often than that.

Tbh I'm not sure its worth $5. I like the dialogue and the over all storyline but that's about it. Hopefully following chapters will
address some of these other issues.. not bad funny version about vice city only russian can make game like this xddd. I Realy
Like this Game Cuz im a Shark. Fun puzzle game that makes you think. Would recommend, well worth the price.. I loved this
game! I really think people should give this a try. It is very simple, however in a good way. I have not seen any bugs or any
problems in the game. I beat it and I am ready for round 2. I found the game beautiful and hope people support this developer.
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a fun Free to play VR game with gameplay mechanics feeling right. Play style is almost exactly like the 1st SFC Clock Tower,
and about just as good... In modern terms on how most games are rated, that'd be around 12-13\/10?. [Spolier!] The
world\/planet creation was just simply amaizing, waiting forward for thrid book!. How did I miss this gem! This is very polished
and very immersive wish I had picked this one up much earlier!. I can eat rocks.

10\/10. APPARENTLY ALL CONTINENTS HAVE THE SAME SCENERY OR ARE THE IMAGES JUST THE SAME?.
Well... I kinda recommend this game if you are fond of grimdark (tm) and gothic horror (c). The idea is good, is unique, and at
first it really is emotionally moving.
Sadly, it becomes a grind-fest after that, and you would probably want to take a look at the guide to know what to do.
Anyway, it's a game that managed to engage me, which is more than most games do, and that's why I reccomend it.
However, be warned, it can become repetitive quite fast, and if you are not into the setting/background, you won't like it.

. gameplay=too easy just click clicc and klick.
graphic=trash
 story=ok

no fun no gud 0/10
. Rich in folklore, atmospheric, gorgeous and probably one of the deepest games out there...
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